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Abstract
The developmental stages of the first and second dentition, combined with abrasive wear of the dental hard tissue 

can be used for age determination in many mammal species and in humans. Concerning dental age determination, 
one has to distinguish between invasive techniques, which are mainly applied in dead individuals, and non-invasive 
methods suitable for living individuals. In contrast to in adults, where only few parameters are available for orientation, 
age determination in children and adolescents is in general fairly easy, and is facilitated by stereotypical biological 
growth patterns. In the present article, different methods for dental age determination are introduced, with a special 
focus on the fields of application, and on the limits of age determination. With increasing age, the number of valid and 
meaningful dental characteristics diminishes, and therefore the accuracy of dental age assessment decreases.
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Introduction
The determination of the chronological age of adolescents and young 

adults has gained increasing importance, because due to globalization 
in most of the industrialized nations the number of criminal cases has 
also significantly increased, and solving them can often be difficult. 
This development reflects the increase in the number of immigrants 
into these countries, which inevitably also involves greater numbers 
of foreign nationals, for whom often a clear documentation of age is 
not available. In such cases an age determination will be necessary to 
supplement or check the available pieces of information. The interest 
in the age determination of living young persons, for whom no birth 
certificates are available, is not a recent phenomenon but has a long 
history. For example, in ancient Rome adolescents were considered 
mature enough to be drafted into military service, as soon as their 
second molars had fully emerged [1].

Another example for age assessment as an indicator for 
chronological age is the usage of tooth development in children and 
adolescents in the United Kingdom in the 19th century [2]. At that 
time, it was prescribed by the law that children under the age of 7 
years were not punishable for any crimes they had committed. Since 
at that time modern birth certificates did not yet exist, it was often 
very difficult to determine the exact age of the children; therefore, this 
protected them from possible punishment. 

For casualty identification various invasive and non-invasive 
techniques, among them medical, radiological and dental, can be 
employed. Medical investigations are mainly based on the physical 
examination of the individual (e.g. BMI, signs of sexual maturity), while 
radiographs are valuable tools for the determination of epiphyseal plate 
union in long bones, ossification of skull sutures and others skeletal 
features [3]. 

An important aspect of forensic odontostomatology is the age 
determination of an individual based on dental parameters. There 
are various reasons why dental structures are considered for age 
assessment, with some of them highlighted and elaborated on below. 

When looking at tooth composition and structure, the dental hard 
tissue, which is mainly composed of inorganic components, is the 
most resistant structure of the human body [4]. Often, the teeth of an 
individual are the sole identifiable structures in a completely destroyed 

human body. Furthermore, the odontogenesis is known to proceed 
independently from external influences (e.g major general diseases) 
[1], and dental structures are subject to a uniform and consistent 
development, which implies that the so-called “dental age” can be 
used for age assessment. By the age of 20 years, growth and dental 
development are complete, and thus become less important, while the 
physiological changes of use predominate. Therefore, beyond this age, 
an assessment of age, which is solely based on dental age, has to be 
judged less reliable [5].

Numerous techniques for dental age assessment based on oral 
and facial structures have been introduced. In general, a distinction 
is made between invasive and non-invasive methods. For the age 
determination in living persons, mainly non-invasive techniques are 
employed. Invasive methods, such as tooth extractions (e.g. required 
for the determination of aspartic acid racemization from dentin) 
cannot be used in living subjects for ethical reasons. In contrast, the 
taking of x-rays is a non-invasive method, which can be employed in 
both living and dead individuals. 

The different methods applied for dental age assessment include 
the evaluation of tooth morphology [6-8], morphology of the primary 
and permanent dentition [9], the degree of skeletal ossification [10] 
and the analysis of biochemical modifications within the dental hard 
tissues [11]. Of course, these different techniques differ with respect to 
their possible field of application and their accuracy. 

The above-mentioned techniques, combined with knowledge 
derived from population studies allow the determination of an 
individual’s biological age. It has to be considered that biological age 
(or the age of development) should not be equated with chronological 
age. However, because in most cases the discrepancies between 
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chronological and biological age are only marginal, the biological age 
represents the true age with good approximation [3,12]. 

Methods of Dental Age Assessment
Non-invasive methods

Age assessment using the Schour and Massler method: In 1941 
Schour [13] introduced a chart depicting dental development, derived 
from the clinical status of 25 patients. In 1988 Kahl [14] updated 
these findings based on the analysis of 993 panoramic radiographs. In 
addition, they introduced gender-specific charts of the development of 
the dentitions. These data still represent the gold standard for modern 
age determination. However, authors such as Hagg and Rozkovcova 
[15,16] pointed out that age assessment, which is exclusively based on 
erupted teeth, is not sufficiently accurate, due to individual variations 
and external factors interfering with tooth eruption. 

Age assessment using the Gustafson and Koch approach: In 1974 
Gustafson [17] introduced a new method for age estimation on the 
basis of dental development. In addition to eruption times they used 
histological and radiographic findings (such as stage of calcification). 
However, some authors remarked that the method of Gustafson [17] is 
only accurate in male patients and therefore rather restricted in its field 
of application [18]. 

Age assessment using the third molar development: Many 
different methods using the development of the “dentes sapientes” 
have been introduced [18-20]. Radiological examinations such as intra-
oral radiography, panoramic tomography or cone-beam computed 
tomography are widely used. These x-ray techniques used in numerous 
studies on age determination allowed the assessment of the size of the 
pulp or changes in the diameter and length of the roots. 

It has to be pointed out that after complete eruption and occlusal 
integration of the second molars, only radiological analyses of the 
development of the third molar can be used for dental age assessment 
in adolescents (< 24 years of age). 

The studies of Kullmann and Demirjian [21,22], illustrate the 
investigation of third molar development on the basis of panoramic 
radiographs. The authors looked at either root development and/or 
degree of mineralization of the third molars. These techniques were 
modified by Mincer [20] and served as the basis for studies by Maber, 
Garn and Olze [23-25], who also looked at third molar development in 
different ethnic groups and populations. 

Bagherpour et al. [26] assessed the dental age development 
stages in 301 Iranian children aged 6-13 years. In order to classify the 
children’s age according to Demirjian [22], the developmental stages 
of the left mandibular teeth were examined by means of panoramic 
radiography. In this study the Demirjian [22] method proved to be 
particularly suitable for children aged 9-13 years. In younger children 
an overestimation of the children’s biological age was frequently 
observed, with deviating values of 0.34 years in boys and 0.25 years in 
girls.

In the study of Blenkin and Evans [27] a total of 3261 children, aged 
between 1 and 23 years, were investigated. The children were recruited 
from the patient collective of public dental clinics in the Sydney region. 
Orthopanthomographs were analyzed and the lower right quadrant 
was assessed and rated according to Demirjian [22] and the Schour & 

Massler method [13]. The simple maturity Score, which is a modified 
score according to Demirjian [28] was also employed. The evaluation of 
the age determination showed that the established method according to 
Demirjian [22], overestimates the chronological age of the Australian 
children younger than of 14 years with a mean value of 1 year. The 
modified Demirjian [28] method was more accurate for children aged 
between 13-14 years, however this did not apply for children younger 
than 13.

It has to be considered that in the study conducted by Demirjian 
[28] a population French-Canadian child was investigated and that 
these values can only be transferred to other ethnicities with certain 
limitations. 

In a study by Willershausen [29], the third molar developmental 
stages of European young adults and adolescents of different ethnical 
backgrounds were assessed radiologically. The authors aimed at 
establishing a correlation between third molar root development and 
chronological age. The assessment of radiographs was performed 
according to the method of Kullmann [21]. A total of 1202 
orthopantomograms from young adults aged between 15 and 24 
years were analyzed. Radiographs in which more than one third of 
the molars were missing were excluded from this analysis. The study 
was able to prove that the growth pattern of third molars correlates 
with chronological age. When assessing the age of an individual, the 
standard error was 2-4 years. In general, root development was more 
advanced in boys when compared with girls of the same age. Regarding 
the diverse ethnical background of the subjects, no marked differences 
in dental growth pattern could be shown. While only 2.5% of the 
18-year-olds revealed fully developed third molars in all four quadrants, 
this percentage sharply increased to 38% of the 21-year-old adults. In a 
similar study design Schattenberg [30], a total of 1277 radiographs from 
children and young adults aged between 10 and 21 years were evaluated 
in order to assess third molar development and chronological age. A 
particular focus was the root development and root/crown length ratio. 
Again, a correlation between root development and chronological age 
was evident. The mineralization of the third molars was initiated at an 
age of 15-16 years and continued constantly. At a mean age of 21 years, 
root development was terminated in 62% of the patients. Boys proved 
to have a more rapid and earlier root growth than girls. 

Age assessment using physiological changes of the teeth during 
the period of use: Non-invasive methods of age assessment in adults 
focus on the evaluation of physiological traces of use in the permanent 
dentition. Murphy, Miles and Molnar [31-33] made use of attrition 
in permanent teeth for dental age assessment. Biedow and Lackovic 
[34,35] as well as Martin de las Heras [36] examined chromogenic 
changes of teeth and roots of extracted teeth. Different methods of 
combination of clinical and radiological findings have been presented 
by Azrak [37]. 

Invasive methods of dental age assessment

Age assessment using the Gustafson method: In 1950 Gustafson 
introduced a technique for dental age assessment, using six age-
associated parameters, which were applied to thin sections of extracted 
teeth. To each of the criteria, 0-3 points were given. Using various 
classifications, he developed a diagram with different point values 
Gustafson [38]. Among others, Bang [39] found mathematical as well 
as systematic deficiencies in Gustafson’s method [38]. 
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Bang [36] studied the degree of root transparency of extracted teeth, 
and found it to correspond well to the chronological age. Sengupta [40] 
as well as Mandojana [41] used similar approaches on human skeletal 
material, derived either from archaeological sites or of recent origin. 

Age assessment using quantification of tooth cementum 
annulation: The root cementum of human teeth is subject to a 
physiological lamination process. Different layers of various types 
of root cementum are formed during continuous physiological 
change. These patterns can be examined employing thin section light 
microscopy. 

Different studies have addressed the application of this technique 
to human teeth, which was originally commonly used only in biology 
and veterinarian medicine. Lipsinic [42] as well as Pilloud [43] found 
inaccuracies of this method, especially in older individuals, whereas for 
example Charles and Maat [44,45] found a good correlation between 
cementum layering and chronological age in humans. 

Age assessment using the aspartic acid racemization: 
Stereochemical changes in amino acids from human tissues can be 
used for age assessment. These methods employ the time-dependent 
conversion processes between different enantiomers. Different authors 
found a high correlation between the extent of racemization of specific 
amino acids and age, especially in dental hard tissue (e.g. dentin) [46-
48].

Discussion
Reports from the literature support the general consensus that 

dental and chronological age show a correlation up to a certain age. 
While morphological investigations and radiological examinations 
yield very precise results in children and adolescents, age estimation 
in adults is often hindered due to chromogenic changes of the teeth 
and other physiological traces of use, such as attrition, periodontal 
destruction, apposition of secondary dentin and/or cementum. 

Based on the growing demand for age assessment in living 
individuals and the necessity of age determination in dead subjects, 
numerous techniques for dental age assessment based on oral and 
facial structures have been introduced. In general, a distinction is made 
between, invasive [49,50] and non-invasive methods. Age determination 
in living persons mainly employs non-invasive techniques. Invasive 
methods such as tooth extraction (e.g. required for the determination 
of the degree of aspartic acid racemization in dentin), cannot be used in 
living subjects for ethical reasons. With advancing age, human beings 
become increasingly influenced by external factors as well as by their 
own lifestyle. In consequence, when using morphological parameters 
for age determination in adults, a high variability and strong deviations 
from the true biological age can be found. In the literature, discrepancies 
of many years, sometimes even decades, between assumed and true age 
have been reported. In a study combining the clinical and radiological 
dental status of patients, deviations of 14 to 17 years in men, and 12 
to 15 years in women to the chronological age were reported [37]. 
In a study by Olze [51], the combination of the DMFT indices of all 
permanent teeth, the DMFT indices of the third molars, the eruption 
time of the third molars and the degree of periodontal destruction 
around the second molars only yielded correct age values for 69.7% of 
the men and 71.4% of the women. It has been shown that radiological 
investigations as a non-invasive method for dental age determination 
can be largely standardized and thus become acceptable as means to 

achieve meaningful results. The investigation of Kvaal [52] in which 
dental age assessment was conducted on the basis of single tooth 
radiographs, showed that satisfactory results could be achieved. The 
method is based on the fact that with growing age the diameter of the 
pulp chamber is reduced due to the apposition of secondary dentin, 
which can be observed and measured on x-rays. However, this method 
is being discussed controversially in the literature [52-55]. These 
considerations are based on the fact that numerous external influences 
such as dietary habits and oral hygiene measures, in connection with 
the ethnicity of the individuals, have to be regarded as influential 
parameters in the apposition of secondary dentin [56]. It is well known 
that the apposition of tertiary dentin, which is formed in reaction to 
external influences such as caries or an abnormal occlusion, also leads 
to a reduction in the size the pulp chamber. However, in children and 
adolescents the dental age assessment based on the development of the 
wisdom teeth has proven to allow the age assessment of an individual 
with an accuracy of ± 2 to 4 years [20,21,29,57,58 ].

When evaluating the dental developmental stages based on the 
method of Demirjian [22] it has to be considered that these values refer 
to a specific population sample. As a consequence, the genetic heritage 
of the investigated patient collective has to be taken into account 
when utilizing this method. The different cultural backgrounds lead to 
marked differences in the dental developmental stages, a fact which has 
been underlined in numerous studies. [59-63] 

When assessing the dental age based on the degree of tooth 
mineralization and eruption, assertions on the biological age are only 
possible up to 20-21 years of age [64]. For a more precise determination 
of an individual’s true age, additional parameters such as the biological 
variations within the wisdom teeth development have to be considered. 
In contrast to the second molar, growth deviations of 4 to 8 years can 
be found in wisdom teeth [65]. It could be shown that when additional 
factors, like the number of wisdom teeth present, and supportive 
diagnostics (such as physical examinations, radiographs of the left 
hand and the clavicle) were considered, an age determination as precise 
as ± 12 months [58] is possible with a probability of 80 - 90% [67]. 

Nevertheless, the dental system has to be seen as an integral part 
of the whole human body. Development, age and growth have to be 
evaluated together with other physiological maturity factors, such as 
skeletal age, onset of menarche, and height according to Demirjian 
[22]. 

In conclusion, one can see that the developmental stage of third 
molars per se is not a highly useful indicator for the assessment of 
chronological age in juveniles and young adults. Nevertheless, it has to 
be considered as a valuable supplementary parameter given the scarcity 
of other available age indicators. When including other diagnostic 
parameters, a relatively precise assessment of the true biological age is 
possible. However, there are several factors with can influence dental 
age assessment in the daily practice (regarding non-invasive methods): 
High individuality and possible variations between epidemiological 
findings and the rates of single tooth development of the given 
individual patient, the clinical experience of the observer in judging 
sequential stages of the tooth formation and the availability of earlier 
and later data from the patient as basis for reference.
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